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Jarek Rossignac 

Although a smooth planar curve J may be represented in a variety of ways, representations based on polyloops are 
popular in computer graphics. The vertices of the polyloop L may be viewed as samples on a smooth curve J or as 
control points for designing one. The edges may be viewed as the geometric interpretation of J or as a control 
polygonal curve from which a smooth curve J is derived. In this chapter, we present simple constructions for 
smoothing a polyloop to remove small details and also for refining a polyloop L to produce a polyloop L’ that is a 
sufficiently close approximation of the desired smooth curve J.  

1 -  Local smoothness analysis 
Consider a polyloop L defined by a cyclic sequence of vertices. Often, we will want to discuss a particular vertex 
in the context of its neighbors in the sequence. To simplify notation, we will use consecutive letters and for 
instance refer to a vertex C in a sub-sequence A,B,C,D,E of consecutive vertices of L. In particular, we would talk 
about an edge AB or BC of the polyloop. First, we discuss how to estimate the local differential properties of a 
smooth, although unknown, curve J passing through the vertices of L.  
Assume that, as you travel along J, it takes one unit of time to travel from any one vertex of L to the next one. As 
you travel along an arc of J between vertices A and B, the average velocity vector will be AB. Hence, we estimate 
the velocity vector at B by the average V=(AB+BC)/2. Note that V=(AB+BC)/2=(B–A+C–B)/2=(C–A)/2=AC/2. 
We therefore define the tangent vector to J at B to be AC.direction and the normal vector to J at B to be 
AC.direction.left. 
The acceleration g at B is estimated as the change in velocities between the two edges incident upon B. Hence, 
the acceleration at B is defined as g(B) = BC–AB = BC+BA = 2((A+C)/2–B), which is twice the vector from B to 
the midpoint of A and C. 
The radius of curvature at a vertex B may be estimated as the radius of the circle passing through A, B, and C. 
Unfortunately, this circle-fit solution yields unsatisfactory results when the angle at B is acute. A better estimate is 
provided by a parabolic-fit solution, where the radius r of curvature at B is estimated by r=V2/(2h), where V is 
the velocity at B (defined above) and where h is the distance between B and the line passing through A and C. To 
better understand this formula, note that 2h is the norm of the normal component of acceleration g(B). Hence, 
h=ABAC.left.direction. Furthermore, the normal acceleration of a point traveling on a circle of radius r with 
tangential velocity V is V2/r. Hence, r=V2/(2h). 

 
The jerk is the change of acceleration. We associate a jerk with each edge of L. The jerk of  edge BC is the 
difference of accelerations j(B) = g(C)–g(B) = 2((B+D)/2–C)–2((A+C)/2–B) = –A+3B–3C+D. The jerk measures 
the change in the force felt by a person traveling along the curve. Below, we visualize the normal component of 
the jerk to compare the smoothness of several subdivision schemes. 
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2 -  Smoothing 
One way of increasing the smoothness of a polyloop L is to adjust the position of the vertices. The Laplace 
M(B)=(BA+BC)/2 of B in the subsequence A,B,C. Note that M(B) is half the acceleration g(B)/2. 

 
Let tuck(s) be a process which for each vertex B in the subsequence A, B, C computes M(B) and then moves 
each vertex B by a fraction s of M(B) to B+sM(B). A sequence of tuck(s) steps for a value of s in [0,2/3] will 
eliminate the sharp features of L, producing a fairer polyloop and in some sense filtering out the high frequency. 
For example, tuck(2/3) moves B to the average (A+B+C)/3. This averaging process is a low-pass filter.  
The dual operator, dual, inserts a new vertex in the middle of each edge and then deletes the old vertices. The 
dual-squared operator, dual2, is the sequence {dual; dual;. We can associate each vertex dual2(B) of the 
polyloop produced by applying dual2 with the vertex B of the original polyloop so that dual2(B)=(A–6B+C)/4. 
The adjustment vector dual2(B)–B is (BA+BC)/4. Note that dual2 is equivalent to tuck(1/2). 
Unfortunately, a sequence of tuck(s) steps changes the curve in smooth parts and pulls it inside the turns. In 
fact, a large number of these steps will shrink the whole curve to a point. To avoid, or at least reduce the shrinking 
effect, one may use the push/pull approach, which repeats the sequence {tuck(s); tuck(-t);}. The 
tuck(s)step of the push/pull reduces the details and shrinks the polyloop. The tuck(–t) exaggerates the details 
of the smoother curve (hence does not fully reproduce the original details) and also tends to snap back the curve 
to its original position in smooth parts. The values of s and t parameters may be chosen to implement different 
filter behaviors.  
For example, the sequence {tuck(2/√6); tuck(–2/√6);}moves each vertex C in the subsequence A,B,C,D,E 
to  its position F(0)=(–A+4B+4D–E)/6 on the parametric cubic curve F(t) whose coefficients are computed so 
that it interpolates the neighbors: F(–2)=A, F(2)=E, F(–1)=B, and F(1)=D. Although the value 2/√6=0.82 is to 
large for practical use and will produce instabilities, it is interesting to note that {tuck(s); tuck(-s);}moves 
C towards that F(0) position on the cubic defined by its neighbors. Hence, the motion of vertices stops if they 
have converged to a uniformly sampled cubic curve. The formula for F(0)=(–A+4B+4D–E)/6 which we used 
above was derived by setting F(u)=au3+bu2+cu+d. The four constraints invoked above yield for equations, which 
we want to solve for d: –8a+4b–2c+d=A, 8a+4b+2c+d=E, –a+b–c+d=B, and a+b+c+d=D. The first two yield 
A+E=8b+2d. The last two yield B+D=2b+2d. Multiplying the second result by 4 and subtracting the first yields 
6d=4(B+D)–(A+E). To verify that {adjust(2/√6); adjust(–2/√6);}does indeed move C to (–A+4B+4D–
E)/6, we compute the images by adjust(2/√6) of B’, C’ and D’ of B, C, and D in the subsequence A, B, C, D, 
E and then compute the final position of C by applying adjust(–2/√6) to C’ in the sub-sequence B’, C’, D’. 

3 -  Subdivision 
If the vertices of the polyloop L form a coarse sampling of some original curve J, then the smoothing technique 
discussed above will not make L smoother. In fact, it will quickly shrink L into a small circle. Clearly, additional 
vertices are needed for smoothing coarse polyloops.  
Let refine be an operator that inserts a new vertex in the middle of each edge. Applying a short sequence of 
refine operations and then applying a smoothing technique will produce a smoother looking polyloop. 
Unfortunately, this solution is slow and does not offer the flexibility of the smoothing schemes outlined below. 
3.1 Subdivision schemes 
The simplest subdivision scheme is to repeat the sequence {refine; dual;}. As we do so, the polyloop 
converges to the quadratic uniform B-spline curve having L as the original control polyloop. Note (below) that 
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the final curve Jrd interpolates the mid-edge points of L, but not the vertices of L. We show below, the initial 
control polyloop (green square) and the initial state of the subdivision curve (shaded yellow area). The blue lines 
show the vector M(B) for every vertex B. From left to right we show the result for r, rd, rdr, rdrd, rdrdrdrd, where 
r stands for refine and d for dual. 

 
Repeating {refine; dual2;} converges to the cubic uniform B-spline curve having L as the original control 
polyloop. From left to right we show below the result for r, rd2, rd2r, rd2rd2, rd2rd2rd2, where r stands for 
refine and d2 for dual2. 

 
Note that the mid-edge vertices are not affected by the dual2 step. Hence, this scheme may be more efficiently 
implemented as a Split&Tweak sequence: Split inserts a new vertex in the middle of each edge. Tweak tucks in 
the old vertices by moving them half-way towards the average of their new neighbors. 

  
Note that the final curve J0 is relatively far from sharp vertices of  L and does not interpolate the edge midpoints. 
It tends to push the vertices inside the turns. 
To overcome this tendency, we may use the four-point scheme. Remember that dual2 is equivalent to 
tuck(1/2). Hence, we may try to use the push/pull idea developed above to undo this push. To do so, we repeat 
the sequence {refine; tuck(1/2); tuck(–1);}. From left to right we show below the result for r, rt, rtu, 
rturt, and rtutu. where r stands for refine , t for tuck(1/2) and u (“untuck”) for tuck(–1). 

 
The four-point subdivision scheme may be implemented efficiently as a variation of the Split&Tweak process. 
However, here, the Tweak bulges out the new vertices by 1/8th away from the average of their third-degree 
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neighbors. For example, the mid-edge point M (below) would by moved to M’ by a vector that pushes it by 1/8 
away from the midpoint of A and B. 

 
Under the four-point subdivision, the polyloop converges to a smooth curve that interpolates the vertices of L.   
We define the Jarek family Js of subdivision curves that generalize the B-sline and Four-point schemes presented 
above. Specifically, let Js be the curve towards which the polyloop L converges when subjected to the sequence of 
J(s)= {refine; tuck(1/2); tuck(–s/8);}subdivisions.  
We show below, inwards out, J0, J2, J4, J6, and J8 for a square control polyloop and for a non-convex one. Note that 
although J2 osculates the edges at their midpoints, it is different and smoother than Jrd. On the right, we show a 
superposition of the regions enclosed by these curves for a self-intersecting control polyloop. 

 
J0 is the cubic uniform B-spline (in green above). Note that the first iteration of the push/pull pushes its original 
vertices far inwards the turn. As a consequence, the final curve remains far from the original vertices.  
J8 is the Four-point subdivision curve (in red above). Note that it interpolates the vertices of L, but appears less 
smooth (below right).  
J4 (the central curve in blue above) is a compromise between J0 and J8. Usually, L and J4 have nearly equal areas.  

 
J4 can also be implemented as a Split&Tweak process, but here both the old and the new vertices are tweaked, 
each by half of their tweak vectors in the previous two schemes. 
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J5 offers a different compromise between J0 and J8. It is a better approximation of L than J4 when the quality of an 
approximation is measured by the Hausdorff distance (maximum discrepancy discussed in the next chapter). 
Hence, L is a better low-resolution approximation of J5 than it is of other subdivision curves. Therefore, we 
suggest to use J5 for the multi-resolution rendering, because the yields a less visible popping artifact that the other 
subdivision schemes discussed so far. We compare below J4 (smaller blue) and J5. 

 
J–4 is the quintic B-spline and has C4 continuity. 
3.2 Continuity 
To compare the smoothness of the various curves, we plot (below) their normal jerk, scaled by the same amount 
for all three curves in a figure. Note that the jerk of J0 (green) is barely visible, while the jerk of J8 (red) is 
significant and irregularly distributed.  

 
The intermediate curve Jm (shown in brown above between J0 and J8 has no noticeable jerk and produces more 
pleasant shapes than the other subdivision schemes. It is produced by a mixed scheme: J(2)J(0)J(–2)J(–2)J(–2). 
We show below the shapes produced by the various schemes: L, J0, J2, J4, J5, J6, J8, Jm. Notice that each scheme 
has distinct characteristics. 
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